Testimonial – Andrew Jobling – One Word at a Time writing course
12 months ago, I was a dreamer with a great idea for a book but no writing experience, no idea how
to get a book published and a truckload of self-doubt.
On 1 June 2012, my publishers in Sydney released
my book Get a Financial Grip – A Simple Plan for
Financial Freedom into every major bookstore in
Australia, as well as releasing it on Amazon, Kindle
and Apple worldwide.
What happened in those 12 months to allow that
to happen? The answer is that I completed an
inspirational and motivating online workshop One
Word at a Time (…is all it takes to write a bestseller) by Andrew Jobling.

I could give you a dozen reasons why you should take this great value course, but I’ll give you just
three:
1 – You will learn how to prepare for success and the process of WRITING a manuscript – how will
you ever make your book the best it can be if you don’t know where you are headed? Andrew’s
writing course takes you through all of this, and, crucially, how to finish that last 5%! A staggering
number of people start writing a book, but never finish – and that’s because they didn’t have a
course like this to help them through the tough parts (and there will be some!)
2 – You will learn the KEY INDUSTRY INFORMATION about the publishing process – it would be no
exaggeration to say that one year ago I did not know a single thing about how an author goes about
finding a publisher for their manuscript. I did Andrew’s writing course and I found THREE. That alone
should be reason enough to do this course. Andrew also explains self-publishing and other avenues,
and instils you with the power of persistence.
3 – You will learn about gaining media exposure and translating this into sales – writing a book is
only half of the job. Learning how to make it sell is a whole other skill in itself. Andrew is a bestselling author and he teaches you how you can be too.
You can complete the online workshop anywhere (I did mine during a 2 month stay in East Timor!)
and I can’t recommend it highly enough.
Thanks Andrew, I will always be grateful to you mate for turning my DREAM into a REALITY.

